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Carbon Reduction and Sustainability 

What does YORhub do to reduce carbon usage?
Set the management processes to ensure the best suppliers can deliver their 

services with the least amount of impact to the environment by:
1 Embedding carbon reduction and sustainability into our key themes

2 Embedding carbon reduction and sustainability into our procurement 
activities

3 Working with external environmental organisations – e.g. Yorkshire
Wildlife Trust

4 Continuously monitor the environmental performance of suppliers (KPI’s)



Carbon Reduction and Sustainability –
What does YORhub do:

Key Theme:

www.yorhub.com/social-value/sustainability/

• Waste and Carbon Reduction

• Environmental Performance

https://www.yorhub.com/social-value/sustainability/


Carbon Reduction and Sustainability –
What does YORhub do:
Procurement Activities

Stage Action

PQQ PAS91 – Environmental Management System 
ISO14001:2015

Tender Assessment Sustainability and Carbon question

Embedded into the framework 
data

Waste reduction, carbon reduction and 
sustainability  requirements

Embedded into the call-off 
templates

Waste reduction, carbon reduction and 
sustainability  requirements



Carbon Reduction and Sustainability – What does YORhub
do:

Working with environmental organisations

www.yorhub.com/app/uploads/2019/06/YWT-Guidelines.pdf

https://www.yorhub.com/app/uploads/2019/06/YWT-Guidelines.pdf


Carbon Reduction and Sustainability –
What does YORhub do:
Continuous monitoring

Current:



During 2017/2018 a carbon reduction KPI has been trialled on a number of YORbuild2 projects. The

trial generally followed the format and processes adopted by the North West Construction Hub, a

fellow National Association of Construction Frameworks (NACF) member. The trial was to assess

whether the approach is workable and practicable prior to full implementation or review changes to

be made based on the trial results and conclusions.

The YORbuild2 Carbon Reduction KPI proposal paper confirmed that only scope 1 (direct emissions

owned or controlled by the organisation) and 2 (energy indirect emissions – electricity, heat steam

etc) factors would be scored (not scope 3 - other indirect such as activities upstream or

downstream, sub-contractors etc)

Forthcoming: Carbon KPI



Benchmarking trial completed

Full trial and implementation 2020

Carbon KPI – where are we?



Carbon KPI



The best suppliers that can deliver their 
services with the least amount of impact 
to the environment:

Willmott Dixon Presentation



Building resilience
How to reduce carbon in 
construction

Dr Georgiana Allison



Today I will discuss
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#1 The moral imperative
#2 Design, Construction, In use
#3 Wider context
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1. The moral imperative to respond 
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…is a challenge to traditional construction 

• Climate change – Extreme weather, Surface water, Cost of comfort
• Resource (sand) and Material (bricks) scarcity
• Biodiversity loss – Net Gain, Health and Wellbeing
• Rapid urbanisation (sprawl vs. innovation) 
• Accommodating a growing and ageing population
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Construction: the contributor 
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The Built Environment

• 45% of total UK carbon emissions 
• 72% of domestic emissions arise from space heating and hot water 

provision
• 32% landfill waste from demolition and construction
• 13% of products delivered to sites are sent directly to landfill
• 60% biodiversity loss in 40 years

Sustainability is more than climate change
Climate change is more than global warming
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Why is sustainability important to your practice?



Innovation in construction

• No time/ money to change 
practices

• Perceived dependence on need of 
others

• Research & Development perceived 
not to be the sector’s responsibility.

(Professor Mohammed Dulaimi, 1994)
20
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“We receive more compliments and 
feedback generally about the low 
investment, public realm improvements 
than our major capital developments”



2. Design, Construction, In use
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Five key sustainable design principles 
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#1 Wider site aspects and impacts
#2 Design for reuse and whole life
#3 Design impact: environmental, social, 
economic
#4 Material selection 
#5 Building physics



#1 Wider site aspects and impacts
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• Exploit existing assets to reduce embodied carbon (i.e. 
through cut & fill strategy)

• Invite services engineers and landscape architects!
• Will the site be inclusively accessible? I.e. equal modal 

consideration + health and wellbeing
• How will it translate into the local community?
• Position of site – internal use & public realm

Place before space – let the site lead the design
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• Design from the inside out* - internal 
adjacencies – services, thermal mass, 
solar gain, health & wellbeing (BIM)

• Multifunctional & flexible spaces for 
creative reuse

• Construction for deconstruction to 
maintain resource value

• Fabric first

#2 Design for reuse and whole 
life



#3 Design impact: environmental, social, economic.

27
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1. Environment – Is the building warm in winter, cool in summer. Does it keep the rain out and 
is it energy efficient? Does it deliver biodiversity net gain, and does it mitigate decreased 
permeability?

2. Social – Is the building fit for purpose; does it sit comfortably in its context. Is it a good 
neighbour with no overlooking or overshadowing? Is it likeable, inclusive and accessible?

3. Economic – Has it achieved maximum value of CAPEX? I.e. can you afford to build, operate 
and maintain the building? Has it invested in resilience (or designed in expense – e.g. fully 
glazed south facing elevation)?
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#4 Material selection

• Sustainable procurement:
• Where is it coming from?
• How is it made? (Modern slavery [Marshalls]) – people + product
• Recyclability and/ or recycled content
• Synthetic or natural? (Well Standard)

• Life cycle appraisal & cradle to grave

• User requirements and maintenance 



MMC

Cross laminated timber – prefabricated material for use either as a 
hybrid structure or the sole building material

Modulated offsite – overcomes common issues such as a lack of 
labour, weather conditions, or material shortages. It is faster, 
higher quality, and 

Timber frame – largest method of offsite construction (1 in 4 
homes, 70% in Scotland).

Offsite construction – bespoke products manufactured with 80% 
less construction waste & movements to site & 50% less CO2 
produced.

DfMA – manufacturing & construction combine. Replicating 
automotive industry.

30



#5 Building Physics
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• Does incoming energy supplement passive design > If not, beyond Part L
• Keep M&E design simple – over engineering is not user friendly. Manage expectations!
• Has the site been future proofed? EV provision, grey water, space for renewables
• Soft landings/ commissioning/ POE learning



Reducing construction impacts
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3. Wider context
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Scope 1, 2, 3
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UKGBC Net Zero
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Well Standard
The scheme explores the values of wellbeing and 
biophilia, with large, open-air spaces and flexible 
floorplates encouraging collaborative working 

A Level 12 sky garden provides staff with an elevated 
view across the city.

The building has been designed to ensure ease of 
access to the public. 

A simple orthogonal grid will divide the area and 
ensure that spaces can be organised and 
reconfigured to suit the evolving needs of all building 
users – offering occupants real flexibility and choice

37



Biodiversity Net Gain

New developments must 
deliver an overall increase 
in biodiversity (Spring 
Statement, 2019).
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Green/ Blue 
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SUDS now mandatory in Wales

Increased awareness of link 
between hard landscaping, 
flooding, and polluted run off.

15% of existing roofs in 
Manchester are suitable for 
Green Roof retrofitting.
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To conclude 
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1. Do you need to construct at all?

2. Examine and exploit site opportunities

3. Fabric first > design from inside out, design out 
complexity

4. Consider the lasting impact of first design concept > 
manage and challenge expectations

5. Features with longest term value often fall victim to VE 
(retrofitting is expensive)

6. Push beyond compliance – because compliant does 
not always mean good

Challenge yourselves and industry
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Queens Award

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oT5ELBc-j0
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Queens Award

Any questions?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oT5ELBc-j0


Summary

• Talked about what YORhub does
• What Willmott Dixon does
• What we do to help clients achieve greater environmental 

performance



Q&A
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